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1. Introduction. A boundary value problem is well posed in the

sense of Hadamard if three conditions are met. These are existence,

uniqueness, and continuous dependence of the solution on the bound-

ary data. In recent years some attention has been given to improperly

posed problems [l ; 2 ; 3 ]. The point of view in these matters is directed

at approximating in some stable way the solution of a problem which

violates the last condition of well-posedness just described.

In this paper we will consider the backward heat equation, which

leads to a classical improperly posed problem. To see that this is the

case, consider the forward heat equation

(1.1) u, = M«, t > 0,

with the initial condition

(1.2) u(x, 0) = f(x) = n sin nx.

The solution is

(1.3) u(x, t) = ne~n ' sin nx.

Thus the forward heat equation has a sequence of solutions which

tend to zero while their corresponding initial values tend to infinity.

Thus the backward heat equation which consists of solving (1.1) for

t < T say, with data given for t = T has solutions which do not depend

continuously on their initial data.

The question of existence of a solution to the backward heat equa-

tion is also a delicate matter. To see this we observe that the solution

of (1.1) and (1.2) may be written as

(1.4) u(x,t) = f   f(o-)K(x - a, t)da m KTf

where

1
(1.5) K(x,t) = —-exp (-x2/4/).
\      J 2(irtyi2

Therefore when a solution of the forward heat equation exists it is

analytic for all />0. Therefore one can only prescribe certain analytic
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data for the starting values óf the backward heat equation. Moreover,

since f(o) need not be analytic, the time over which the solution to

the backward heat equation exists depends on the initial values.

In this paper we will consider the backward heat equation in L2.

We will show that in a subspace of L2 consisting of functions whose

Fourier Transforms have compact support, the backward heat equa-

tion leads to a well posed problem in the sense of Hadamard. We also

provide a stable and convergent iteration scheme by means of which

the solution may be computed.

2. Statement of results. Let/(x) G L2(- «,«>), i.e., ||/||2=/|/(x)| 2dx

< oo, i and let the Fourier Transform of f(x) be denoted by

(2.1) F(co) = Sf(x) = -—— J e~«°xf(x)dx.

Let ß be a fixed positive number and denote by B the following sub-

space of L2:

B = \f(x) £ L21 F(w) = 0, | co |   > fi} .2

For convenience we introduce the following:

Definition. A function u(x) is said to have diffused from f(x) in

time T if

u(x) = u(x, T)

with u(x, T) given by (1.4).

Our result is given in the following:

Theorem. Let u(x)<EB. Then to each T>0 there exists one and only

one f(x)ÇzB such that u(x) has diffused from f(x) in time T. f(x) is

given by

(2.2) lim||/n-/|| =0

where

/.«(*)   =  «(*)   + (/ -  KT)fn(x),

fo(x) = 0.

Moreover, if u(x) is changed to u(x) -\-Au(x) then the change A/ in f

satisfies the relation

1 All integrals are taken from (— °o, °°) unless otherwise specified.

2 The linearity of 5 implies that B is a linear manifold. That it is closed follows

from the Plancherel theorem since /|/n—/|í¿^=/|i?n —F|2du assures us that Fn—>F

whenever fn—*f-
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(2.4) ||A/11 = C||A«||

where C is a constant.

Proof. Since

(2.5) SKTf = (2t)-1'2 e-T<°*F(cc),

and Fo(co) =0, it follows from (2.3) that/„£P for all n. Now making

use of the fact that 5 is of an isometry of L2 onto itself, we have from

(2.3),

||/„+l-/„||   =\\(I-KT)(fn-fn-l)\\

=  1(1- .- e~TA (Fn - Fn-i)
\\\        (2irY'2 ) V

r r°\/ i \ l2   i1'2

<2-6)       -LLl(1-(^"-)<,'--?")rJ
á ( 1-e~Ta* ) ||F„ - F„_

\        (2^)>/2 /"(2ir)

= 0||/n-/n-l||.

Since 0<1, the sequence/n(x) is a Cauchy sequence of functions in B.

Since B is closed, this sequence has a limit /£P. (2.6) shows that

(I — Kt) is a continuous operator in B. Thus taking the limit as n—>oo

in (2.3) we obtain

(2.7) u(x) = AV(x).

If u(x) is replaced by m(x) +Au, it follows from

/ =   lim   23 (/«+i - /n)
JV-> »    „=0

(2.8)

=   lim    23 (/ - Kr)(fn ~fn-l) +/l
tf^»    „_i

W

=  lim   2Z(I-KT)n(fi-fo)+fi
#-••    n=l

N

=  lim   23 C - KtYu

that
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N

(2.9) A/=  lim   Z (-"- #r)nAw.
*-»••    n=0

Thus

(2.10) IfA/llíí —||A«||.

This also proves the uniqueness of/. Q.E.D.

Remark. The theorem assures both the convergence of /„ to / and

the boundedness of A/ in the L2 sense. To satisfy ourselves that the

instabilities of the backward diffusion process have not been masked

by an integral mollifying process, we remark that the convergence of

/„ to / and the boundedness of A/ are assured also in the maximum

norm. This we state as the following:

Corollary, (a) The sequence/„ produced in the previous theorem con-

verges in the maximum norm, i.e.,

(2.11) lim max | /„(*) - f(x) |   = 0.

(b) The error A/ defined in the previous theorem is bounded in the maxi-

mum norm, i.e.,

(2.12) max | A/|  g C||Am||.
X

Proof. The proof consists of the observation that in B, L2-con-

vergence implies ¿"-convergence. Viz., if /(x)£P then

max I /(*) I   = max .-   I eiwxF(co)di
x     UK n x     (2x)1'2U

1      / ra    \i/2/ c a        \i
(2.13) ^ max-(   j    doi )    (I     F2¿co)

x     (2x)1/2\J_ß    /     VJ_n       /

*(v)
Remark. (2.12) shows that the iteration scheme is stable even if

arbitrarily large errors in the maximum sense are made in u, provided

only that the corresponding L2 norm of these errors is small.

Remark. If the iteration scheme is implemented, numerically say,

there is always the danger that a specific iterate will not be in B be-

cause of errors in the actual means of implementation. However, it is

clear that even though the successive functions so obtained do not
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appear to converge, the projections of the Fourier Transforms of this

divergent series onto |w| <Q are converging both in the L2 norm

and the maximum norm.
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PERRON-FROBENIUS THEORY AND THE ZEROS
OF POLYNOMIALS

HERBERT S. WILF1

1. Introduction. Our purpose here is to show that many of the

classical root location theorems for polynomial equations, normally

derived by the methods of complex analysis, can be obtained easily,

and in a purely algebraic manner, from the Perron-Frobenius theo-

rems on matrices with nonnegative elements. An important result of

this approach is a "minimax" principle which gives precisely the

largest root of an equation which dominates the given one. It will be

seen that from this principle the above-mentioned location theorems

follow, and can be sharpened almost at will. Finally some applica-

tions to the theory of orthogonal polynomials will be made, the result

again being a minimax principle for the largest zero from which two-

sided bounds can be deduced by specialization.

2. Cauchy's Theorem. Let C be an »X« complex matrix, and let

C+ be given by

(1) (C+)a= \Ca\, (i,j= 1, ••-,«).

A lemma of Wielandt [l] asserts that if C+ is irreducible, y is any

eigenvalue of C, and r is the largest real eigenvalue of C+, then

Let
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